
52959---NURO Knee jerks Moderately lively; Pleas; No previous troube; first time he 

was ever locked up; says that the officials really hit the Democrats; Continued from 

other page; requests outside wk; Honest appering; says here to do his time; Minimum 

cust; 

   

52959; Short Pyknic; NURO CCCO; Vote fraud; first offence; par seperated at 16; lived 

with both parents; married has family; WPA foreman under Administrative Dept; Labor 

Foreman; cooperative; stolid; First offence. 
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Institution Name: Neeper, George 5-12-38  Reg. No.: 52959-L 

 

4. b. NEUROPSYCHIATRIC REPORT 

White, 41; Wells Revised Alpha, Form 5; surpasses 88 per cent of the inmate 

population. Binet Equiv. M.A. 17:2, I.Q. 108 -, an excellent performance. Surpasses 72 

per cent in his voluntary motor output - tapping test - a very good performance; 

surpasses 86 per cent in accuracy on the manipulative dexterity test - Ferguson Form 

Board, No. 3 - an excellent performance. Consistently commendable clinical output. 



(Percentiles based on inmate standardization.) 

Neurological examination shows: Knee jerks moderately/lively. 

This is a short, pyknic type, middle-aged, white man who has no complaints to offer 

relative to his health. Asserts this to be his first conflict with the law and the records at 

hand do not dispute this assertion. He has been committed to this institution for having 

violated the Vote Laws in connection with the Kansas City Votr Scandal of 1938. Says 

that he has been employed as a foreman for the W.P.A. and a general contractor. 

Says that he attended school for seven years, ceasing his school activities at the 

age of fifteen. States that when he was sixteen his parents were permanently separated 

and that he lived with each of them alternately. Asserts that he is married and has a 

family to whom he will return immediately upon release from this institution. He is pleas-

ant, agreeable, courteous and cooperative. His attitude is good toward the law or the 

institution and he should be able to get along here and make a good adjustment. There 

are no psychotic findings. 

 

CLASSIFICATION: Excellent test intelligence; emotionally adequate; socially 

inadequate. 

CUSTODY: Medium/Minimum. 

SCHOOLING: Not recommended. 

TRANSFER: Not indicated. 

 


